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ABSTRACT
In Wireless networks where the nodes routing and scheduling packets depend on queue overload differences, one
can stabilize the queues for any feasible traffic. The delay analysis of throughput scheduling policies in such
systems is extremely difficult due to complex correlations arising between the arrival, service and the queue length
process. In this paper we give a regular evaluation of Back Pressure Routing algorithm and Max Weight Scheduling
algorithm variants on an experimental testbed. This provides the first direct comparison of delay performance. Our
result expose that even in simple network topologies these algorithms induce wide routing loops with connected
high packet delay.
Keywords : MANET, Back pressure, MaxWeight Scheduling (MWS), Packet Delay and Throughput

I. INTRODUCTION
MANET is dynamically establishing mobile nodes
networks with no fixed infrastructure [1]. Each mobile
node is equipped with wireless transmitter and a
receiver with a suitable antenna. Nodes in mobile ad
hoc networks move freely in the network and they can
organize themselves in a random way. The important
sector of ad-hoc network is routing protocols because
network topologies keep on changing due to the
movement of the nodes. All the network related
activities like discovering of topology and delivery of
packets is performed by the nodes itself. The nodes
communicate over wireless links; they have to compete
with the effects of radio communication, such as noise
and interference. In MANET the links typically have
less bandwidth than a wired network [3]. Each node in
a wireless ad hoc network functions as a host as well as
a router [2]. The control of the network is distributed
among all the nodes of the network. In a MANET
system, users compete for accessing a shared
transmission medium. Since link transmissions cause
mutual interference, the medium access layer (MAC) is
needed to schedule the links carefully so that packets
can be transmitted with minimal collisions. Many

scheduling policies have been studied at the MAC layer
with the objective of maximizing throughput. These
schemes are often called throughput-optimal
scheduling schemes. However, the delay analysis of
these systems has largely been limited.
The obvious candidate for scheduling and routing in
MANET scenario is the Backpressure algorithm, which
routes and schedules packets based on differential
backlogs (i.e., queue length differences from a one-hop
downstream node). This algorithm is known to be
stabilizing; however, it is known that it can have poor
delay performance [4]. An alternative, which simply
looks at backlogs and not differential backlogs, is the
Max-Weight algorithm [5]. The Max-Weight
Algorithm assigns a weight of (queue-length X
channel-rate), and schedules a collection of links that
maximizes the total weight (Max-Weight independent
set). This algorithm is however, not stabilizing in
general. Our focus in this paper is to analyze the
expected delay for this system. To that end, we will
derive comparison from two algorithms for delay
performance, and also provide an accurate estimate of
the expected delay for a well-known and extensively
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studied of Maximum Weighted Matching (MWM) and
Back Pressure Algorithms.

II. MAX WEIGHT SCHEDULING
In single channel wireless networks, links need to be
scheduled for data transmission due to the presence of
interference among them. Link scheduling has been
known to be a challenging problem when the design
objective is to optimize achievable throughput
(capacity). Let us assume that associated to each link is
a queue and packets are queued before they are
transmitted over the link. The optimization problem is
to choose a set of non-interfering links with the
maximum sum of weights, where the link weights are
the queue sizes on the links [6][7]. This solution
however, needs that a central and high computational
complexity algorithm to be executed at each time slot
in the network. Many research efforts then conducted
in this area to develop scheduling algorithms with
lower complexities which are more applicable in
wireless networks without central coordinator node,
like Ad Hoc networks. Link scheduling algorithm
under 1-hop interference model is equivalent to
maximum weight matching in graph theory which
suffers high computational complexity. Then, a trend of
research study in graph theory is to devise
approximation algorithms with low complexity that
achieves a fraction of optimal solution. A simple
approximation algorithm for maximum weight
matching problem is greedy algorithm that guarantees
to achieve a fraction 1/2 of optimal solution (maximum
weight matching). The greedy algorithm begins with an
empty set and extends it in each round by adding the
heaviest edge currently available.
We consider a wireless network, G with N links
denoted by set L . The capacity (maximum number of
packets that can be transmitted in one slot) of link I is
CI .
si  t  ON , OFF
given by

. Let

represent the

channel state of link l during time slot t . Assume that
these channel states are random variable over timeslots
and independent across channels, and let  i l represent
the probability of link l to be ON. Each link has its

 A1 t  

t 1. . Each arrival
own exogenous arrival stream
stream is random variations. in time. Time is slotted.

The distribution of the number of packets,
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A1 t 

,

arriving to a link I in any given time slot t may be
arbitrary but time invariant. Each packet has
deterministic service time equal to one unit. Assume

 2
E A 
 I  , of the arrival
that the second moments,
processes are finite. Different input streams may be
correlated with each other. Let

A  t    A1  t  ,...., AN  t  

represent the vector of exogenous arrivals, where A1  t 
is the number of packets that arrive to link I during
time slot t  forI 1,...., N  , Let    1, ...,  N  represent the
corresponding arrival rate vector[9][10].
The packets arriving at each link are queued. Let Q1  t 
denote the queue length at link I . The queue length

vector is denoted by Q  t    Q1  t  : 1, 2..., N  . A link can
be activated in a time slot t only if the queue is non
empty. We use the term activation (scheduling) of a
link or a queue interchangeably in this paper. After
service, each packet leaves the system. There is a
slotted service structure. For each link I , the indicator
function Il (t) indicates whether or not link I received
service at time slot t . Note that
The evolution of the queue is as follows,





Q1  t  1  Q1  t   I1  t  C1  t 1{a1 t  ON } 
 AI  t , I  1,...., N

Otherwise, Where,

 x



 x if x  0

0 otherwise

Define residual capacity

r1

as follows.

C  t   Q1  t  if Q1  t   C1  t 
r1  t    1
0
otherwise


Then, the queue evolution can be written as
Q1  t  1  Q1  t   I1  t  C1  t   r1  t 1a1t ON 
 AI  t  , I  1,.... N

The vector of the scheduled queues is denoted by
I  t    I n  t   :1,....N.

Because of interference, there are
constraints on the combination of links that can be
activated simultaneously. We allow these constraints to
be arbitrary.   is a valid activation vector if it
satisfies these constraints. Let S be the collection of all
j
activation vectors, I . At each timeslot an activation
I t

vector   is scheduled. A scheduling policy decides
which activation vector is used in every time slot.
I t
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Let Y denote the Euclidean norm of vector Y . The
lim E sup Q  t  

region of a given wireless network. We call these sets
of links, exclusive sets.

t  
system is considered to be stable if
is
bounded. If the system is stable then the throughput is

The Algorithm 1 maintains a table T  i  which

the same as the arrival rates. A throughput vector  is
admissible if there is some scheduling policy under
which the system is stable when the arrival rate vector
is  . Let us denote by  the closure of the convex hull

indicates the number of times link i has been used in
the bottleneck. The value of T  i  is initialized to Ci .

j

of the set of activation vectors, I and by C the interior
of the convex hull. Note that  is a closed convex set.
It has been shown in [6] that if each arrival process is
random variation in time, and the first two moments of


 A  t  t  1

all the arrival streams
are finite, then  C
is a necessary condition for a stabilizing scheduling
policy to exist. It is also shown that the MWM policy,
that chooses the maximum weighted activation vector
(matching), stabilizes the system for any arrival rate
satisfying the preceding condition.
MWM Scheduling Policy,
1

The algorithm proceeds by greedily searching for a
bottleneck that yields the maximum lower bound. For
each link in the chosen bottleneck, the value of T  i  is
decremented by 1 and the process is repeated until the
table T has a non zero entry. Thus it decomposes the
wireless network into several single queue systems.
The average delay of the system can then be easily
computed. Note that the decomposition obtained by the
greedy algorithm is not the optimal decomposition. The
optimal decomposition can alternately be obtained by
using a dynamic programming approach with the cost
of increased computation complexity.
Algorithm 1: Computing the Lower Bound
1: for i  1to N do
2: T  i   Ci

Where is the component of the
activation vector, , in set .

3: end for
4: BOUND 
5: repeat
6: Find the bottleneck
maximizes E Qx 

which

7: BOUND  BOUND  E Qx 
8: for all i  X do
Lower Bound Analysis: In this section, we present our
methodology to derive lower bounds on the average
packet delay for a given multi-hop wireless network.
The first step is to identify the bottlenecks in the
system. We then explain how to lower bound the
average delay of the packets in a given bottleneck.
Finally, we present a greedy algorithm which takes as
input, a system with possibly multiple bottlenecks, and
returns a lower bound on the system wide average
packet delay. Link interference causes certain
bottlenecks to be formed in the system. Define a
bottleneck to be a set of links X  L such that no
more than one of its links can be scheduled
simultaneously. Our idea of bottleneck is equivalent to
identifying cliques in the conflict graph which was
used by [10][11] to estimate the capacity region of a
given wireless network. We call these sets of links,
exclusive sets. We demonstrate our methodology to
derive lower bounds on the average size of the queues
corresponding to the links that belong to an exclusive
set. Then by the definition [5] to estimate the capacity
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9: T  i   T  i   1
10: end for
11: until i, T  i   0
12: return BOUND
The lower bound may be loose on account of the
following. We assume that the queuing in the
bottlenecks is independent of each other, which may
not be possible because of interference. Moreover, in
the derivation of the lower bound by the reduction
technique, we have neglected the non-empty queue
constraints by grouping the arrivals into a single queue,
and hence we underestimate the delay. Since the
exclusive sets do not completely characterize the
capacity region of the network, it may also be expected
that if the input load is close to a boundary of the
capacity region C , which is different from the
boundaries generated by the exclusive sets, the lower
bound may perform poorly. Thus, in certain cases, the
delay of the system under MWM policy may be close
to infinity while the lower bound is much smaller. This
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motivates the development of an upper bound for the
system, which is tight in the sense that whenever the
upper bound goes to infinity, the delay of the system
under a throughput optimal policy also becomes
infinite[12].




Upper Bound Analysis: Generalized Maximum
Weighted Matching (GMWM (w)) policies,
parameterized by weights wi which is described in
below. The MWM policy is a special case, where all
the weights wi are unity. We establish the following
bounds on the sum of the expected queue lengths and
the expected delay in the system [13].
GMWM Scheduling Policy,



where

is the

vector,

, in set

component of the
and

activation

are fixed constants.

III. BACKPRESSURE ROUTING ALGORITHMS
Backpressure routing refers to an algorithm for
dynamically routing traffic over a multi-hop network
by using congestion gradients. It usually refers to a data
network, but can apply to other types of networks as
well. Below we focus on the data network application,
where multiple data streams arrive to a network and
must be delivered to appropriate destinations. The
backpressure algorithm operates in slotted time, and
every slot it seeks to route data in directions that
maximize the differential backlog between neighboring
nodes. This is similar to how water would flow through
a network of pipes via pressure gradients. However, the
backpressure algorithm can be applied to multicommodity networks and to networks where
transmission rates can be selected from different
(possibly time varying) options.
Backpressure routing is an algorithm for dynamically
routing traffic over a multi-hop network by using
congestion gradients. The algorithm can be applied to
wireless communication networks, including sensor
networks, mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS), and
heterogeneous networks with wireless and wire line
components. Attractive features of the backpressure
algorithm are:



The objective function specifies how much each
variable contributes to the optimization problem. In this
case the optimal routing in multi-hop wireless networks
is the problem and variables include queue length, the
quality of the links and etc. The scheduling and routing
of Backpressure guarantee the optimal throughput
performance and is a promising technique for
improving throughput in a wireless multi-hop mesh
network. In the classic Back-pressure, each node makes
queue for each flow. Each node makes decision for
routing and scheduling based on the existing congested
packets in the queue and the status of the network [2].
Basic Back-pressure Algorithm
The basic back-pressure algorithm [2], [3] is detailed in
Algorithm 1. Each forwarding node in the network uses
per flow FIFO queuing and we let

f

qn

(t) denote the

number of packets queued for flow f at node n at
time t . Roughly speaking, whenever it has a
transmission opportunity each node n forwards a packet
from the flow f * ! to the next hop m *( f *) that
jointly maximizes the utility

unf,m  t    qnf  t   qmf  t   Rn ,m

Where Rn ,m is the mean transmit rate of the link from
node n to node m .
Algorithm:
 For each flow f and neighbor node m , node n
computes
utility



unf,mt  q f t q f t  R m*  f   argmax m unf,m, f *  argmax unf,m* f 



n

m



n ,m



(ties broken arbitrarily).


If un,m, f  0, then node n schedules flow f *
f*

*



f*
and forwards min qn  t  ;R n,m* f *



packets to

neighbor m *  f * .
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It leads to maximum network throughput.
It is robust in comparison with time-varying
network conditions.
It can be implemented without knowing traffic
arrival rates or channel state probabilities.
A numeric value that maximize or minimize
the objective function, and plays a major role
in routing.

Otherwise node n takes no action at time t .
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Observe that this back-pressure algorithm tends to
transmit packets to the neighbor(s) with the smallest
queue and highest link rate and intuitively the queue
backlogs provide a “gradient” down which packets are
routed. However, it commonly occurs that qn  t  and
f

qmf  t  differ by only a small amount. The routing
“gradient” is then both small and rapidly fluctuating, in
which case routing loops can readily be induced.
Furthermore, observe that even when a neighbor has no
connectivity to the destination of a flow, packets will
still be forwarded to this neighbor until such time as a
sufficiently large queue backlog has developed to
prevent further packets stop being forwarded in that
direction. However, all the packets already sent in that
direction will never reach the flow destination.
Stages of Backpressure algorithm:
Backpressure [2][14] is a joint scheduling and routing
policy which favors traffic with high backlog
differential. The backpressure algorithm performs the
following actions for routing and scheduling decisions
in every time slot t .
 Resource allocation :
For each link

 n, m 

assign a temporary weight

according to the differential backlog of every
commodity (destination) in the network

tnmd  t   max  Qnd  Qmd , 0  .



Routing:

In time slot t , each link  n, m  that belongs to the
selected scheduling policy forwards one packet of the
*
commodity d mn  t  from node

n to node m . The routes

are determined on the basis of differential queue
backlog providing adaptivity of the method to
congestion. The backpressure algorithm is throughputoptimal and discourages transmitting to congested
nodes, utilizing all possible paths between source and
destination. This property leads to unnecessary end-toend delay when the traffic load is light. Moreover,
using longer paths in cases of light or moderate traffic
wastes network resources (node energy).

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Experiment SetUp: We conducted our experiments on
a testbed constructed from 10 switched leoxsys
network boxes. These boxes run Windows with BSNL
(WiFi) and have a 433MHz CPU, 2GB RAM, and four
100Mbps ethernet ports. As the link rates in the
scenarios (see Fig 1) that we consider are less than the
100Mbps physical rate, we included a delay component
within the Routing element which introduces a
specified minimum delay between packets delivered to
the Device element, thereby allowing lower link rates
to be emulated in a controlled manner. The MTU is
taken as 1400 Bytes and the interval between neighborupdate packet transmissions is set to 1 millisecond.

Then, define the maximum difference of queue
backlogs according to:

tnm  t   max t nm  t  .
dD

Let

d

*
mn

t 

be

the

commodity with maximum

backpressure for link (n, m) in time slot t .


Scheduling :

The network controller chooses the control action that
solves the following optimization problem:

 *  t   arg max
 †



 n , m  L

nm  t 

where T denotes the set of all schedules subject to the
one hop interference model. In our model, where the
capacity of every link

 nm equals to one, the chosen

schedule maximizes the sum of weights. Ties are
broken arbitrarily.
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Figure 1: Network topologies. (SRC and DEST denote
packet flow’s between source and destination nodes, resp.)

Performance Metrics: It is important to emphasize
that our goal is not to achieve exhaustive testing, which
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a) Packet delay This is computed at the sender as the
difference between the time when a packet P is
transmitted and the time Trans(P) when the packet is
delivered to the application layer at the receiver. As the
source and destination clocks will not be perfectly
synchronized, we compute Trans(P) as follows. The
source node sends TS(p) in the header of each
transmitted packet. The receiver echos this TS(p) value
to the sender in a small 8 byte packet sent via a
dedicated ethernet port operating at 100Mbps and
connected by a cross-over cable. Since the transmit
time of an 8 byte packet at 100Mbps is approximately
0.6μs, the time Trans(P) can be accurately estimated as
the time when this echo packet arrives at the source and
the packet delay is then calculated as Trans(P) − TS(p).
The packet delay can break down into a component due
to network delay (the time between when a packet
leaves the source and when it arrives at the destination)
and a component due to reassembly delay (the time
between when a packet enters the reassembly queue at
the receiver and when it is delivered in order to the
application layer).
b) Throughput This is computed at the receiver as X/T
where X is the amount of data received over a time
period T, where T = 500s.
c) Buffer Requirements We measure the average
occupancy of every per-flow queue at every node, with
packet-level timing granularity. Also the average reassembly queue size at destination nodes. Each
experiment is conducted for 5 different runs, with each
run being of 500 seconds duration. Results are plotted
with 95% confidence intervals marked.
Results: we present performance measurements over
the topologies shown in Fig. 1 for the two algorithms
like Back-Pressure algorithm (BP) and Max Weight
Scheduling (MWS). The topologies are intentionally
kept simple, so that we can have a rough understanding
Volume 2 | Issue 4 | July-August -2017 | www.ijsrcseit.com

Mean total and network delays

Delay in seconds

We consider the following performance metrics.

on the minimum delay, however they require routing
along multiple paths to achieve the network capacity
and also they can induce implicit routing loops. The
results shown here are for TCP Poisson traffic.

1.6
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Figure 2: Mean total and network delays

We begin by considering the network topology shown
in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the mean measured packet delay
(and also network delay) vs offered load. We can make
number of observations from this result.
 The total delay is much higher (almost x 3 times)
than the network delay at most of the offered loads,
which shows the severity (and also the
significance) of packet reordering on the delay
performance of the algorithms.
 For both BP and MWS algorithms first the delay
(both network and total delay) decreases and then
increases with offered load. This is expected as at
lighter loads packets are routed where ever excess
network capacity is available, thus causing high
packet reordering, and at higher loads the increased
delays are associated with both reordering and
queuing delays.
Mean reassembly queue at receiver
Mean no. of backlogged pkts in
reassembly buffer

is in any case impossible due to the large number of
network topologies, device configurations and traffic
mixes that exist in modern networks. Instead we seek
to define a small number of benchmark tests that are
amenable to systematic, reproducible testing and which
exercise the core functionality of the routing algorithms.
As we will see, relatively simple network
configurations are already sufficient to uncover a
number of basic issues with existing backpressure
algorithms.
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Figure 3: Mean reassembly queue at receiver
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Figure 4: Mean buffer at intermediate nodes

Figure 6: Throughput Performance

Figs. 3 and 4 give insight into the buffer sizing requirements
of the algorithms considered. Fig. 3 plots the mean number
of packets in the reassembly buffer at the receiver. The
reassembly buffer is used to ensure in-order delivery of
packets to the application layer and so its occupancy is
dependent on the amount of packet re-ordering. It can be
seen that the reassembly buffer requirements for the BP and
MWS algorithms are high, with on average more than 100
packets buffered at the destination at an offered load of
1.9Mbps. Fig. 4 shows the mean buffer occupancy at
forwarding nodes. Observe that, as expected the queue length
with the BP algorithm are essentially the same at low to
moderate loads, and at moderate to high offered loads the
MSW grow faster than the queues in BP routing.

Fig. 6 shows the measured throughput for BP and MWS
algorithms. As these algorithms are throughput optimal, it
can be seen that throughput attained is roughly same as the
offered load. This result demonstrates the potential for
substantial throughput gains via multi-path back-pressure
routing.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present an experimental performance
evaluation between back-pressure routing algorithms, and
MaxWeight Scheduling providing the comparison of delay
performance. We find that, while lowering delay relative to
the BP and MWS algorithms, the absolute value of delay
nevertheless remains large due to a tendency for the
algorithms to induce extensive routing loops. Apart from
MWS algorithm, the BP algorithms considered involve
design parameters that significantly affect performance yet
lack guidelines as to how they should be chosen. In our tests
we found that the appropriate value are strongly dependent
on the network and flow configuration. Motivated by these
observations, our future work includes enhancing MWS with
a mechanism to adaptively updating the design parameters
for each flow by maintaining a recent history of delay and
throughput trends.

Figure 5: Hop count distribution at 1.4Mbps
We can also understand the severity of packet-reordering via [1].
hop count results show in Fig. 5, which plots the cumulative
distribution of the number of hops traversed by a packet as it
travels from SRC to DEST. Observe that at 1.4Mbps, 15-20%
of the packets in all the algorithm traverse more than 20 hops,
[2].
and the maximum number of hops traversed for all these
algorithms is above 100 hops. Also it can be observed that
both BP and MSW algorithms show essentially same [3].
performance. We can note that even such mild gain in hop
count performance leads to significant gain in the delay
performance as can be seen in Fig. 2.
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